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1: 22 Country Christmas Decorating Ideas Enhanced with Recycled Crafts and Rustic Vibe
This richly illustrated companion to country crafts, ranging from quilt making and basketweaving to ceramic painting and
punched tin, provides a marvelous introduction to the work of today's leading artisans.

Mexican handcrafts and folk art is a complex collection of items made with various materials and fashioned
for utilitarian, decorative or other purposes, such as wall hangings, vases, toys and items created for
celebrations, festivities and religious rites. The word is also used to promote traditional products to tourists
and as a source of Mexican national identity. Most artisans do not have school-based training in their craft, but
rather learn it through formal or informal apprenticeship. This definition best applies to the production of
pottery, leatherwork, textiles and toys. It was even thought by some of its proponents, such as Dr. Pyramids,
temples, murals, textiles and religious objects were painted or colored ochre red, bright green, burnt orange,
various yellows and turquoise. These would be joined by other colors introduced by European and Asian
contact, but always in bold tones. Red pigment since pre-Hispanic times has made from the cochineal bug,
which is crushed, dried and ground to a powder to mix into a liquid base. They are especially prevalent in
wall-hangings and ceramics. Lacquered furniture was unknown in Mexico until the Manila galleons brought
lacquered wood products here, which local craftsmen copied. Mural of pre-Hispanic market at the state
government palace of Tlaxcala. By the late pre- Conquest era, the Aztecs had absorbed many of the crafts and
trades traditions from the Toltecs , Mixtecs , Zapotecs and the Maya. New crafts were also brought to Mexico,
such as saddlemaking, and naturalized by local artisans, using elements of indigenous designs. However,
crafts which did not fit with European lifestyles or tastes, such as like feather mosaics, tended to disappear. He
began to repair the damage by feeding the hungry, founding schools and hospitals and reconstructing the
economy. He worked to re-establish the crafts that had existed previously, often introducing new techniques,
and to establish new crafts. To avoid competition for the same limited markets, he encouraged each village to
specialize in one particular craft or product. He was successful in bringing many native craftsmen back to their
work. However, tight control was kept on production by the higher classes and government authorities.
Turning over most of his religious duties to a vicar, Hidalgo dedicated himself to commerce, intellectual
pursuits and humanitarian activity. He established factories to make bricks and pottery and trained indigenous
people in the working of leather. However, these activities violated policies designed to protect Spanish
peninsular agriculture and industry, and Hidalgo was ordered to stop them. Since anyone could call themself a
craftsman, product quality deteriorated badly, especially in pottery, [19] foreign products entered the country
freely and industrialization began to take hold. To help stop the socio-economic deterioration of artisans,
brotherhoods, cooperatives and professional organizations were founded. However, indigenous artists
generally did not join these associations, and they remained within their own socioeconomic organizations.
Not only crafts, but just about everything native to Mexico was nearly discarded in favor of French-style and
modernization. Near the end of the Revolution, there was a desire on the part of artists, intellectuals and
politicians to define and promote a national Mexican identity. A number of Mexican intellectuals and artists,
including Dr. Atl and Adolfo Best Maugard , were fascinated in folk art. Convinced of its importance, they
began to write about the subject, and since then numerous books about the topic have been published. A group
of academics and artists interested in folk art was commissioned to form the first collections of these for
public display. This survey included discussions on pottery, fired-clay earthenware, toys, silverwork,
goldwork, feather mosaics, basketry, textiles, wood objects, folk religious paintings called ex-votos or retablos
as well as other folk art expression such as theater, poetry and printmaking. One particular influence was the
use of bold colors. They were considered to be examples of native intuition, genius and tradition but not
individual talent. From to , Mexico was the third largest producer of handcrafts, behind Japan and China, with
the support described above. However, this support did not lead to major museum collections or higher
valuations on the work being produced. One in particular is waxcrafting, as it is mostly associated with
Catholic religious items and motifs. Today, only a handful of people still work with wax and for all intents and
purposes, the craft is dead in Mexico. The glorification of crafts and national icons, archetypes and prototypes
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in the first half of the 20th century had some negative effects. Certain images such as the China Poblana , rural
scenes, charros etc. Very few examples of crafts from the early 20th century survive and most of the best
collections of it are in North American or European hands. Gamboa organized an exposition in Europe with
great success. A private initiative by Banamex supports a large number of artists and arranges expositions
where some of the best crafts to be found can be seen and bought. In the s, this institute, along with INAH
created the Patronato de las Artes e Industrias Populares, which played an important part in the protection and
promotion of Mexican handicrafts. During the same decade, the first socio-economic studies of these craft
traditions took place, with the aim of establishing economic policies in their regard. Much of this was due to
the rise of the middle classes in Mexico between and who showed a preference for mass-produced items and
the desire to be part of a progressive, national culture, rather than a local traditional one. Cheap imitations of
Mexican crafts, especially those connected to religion, began to arrive to Mexican markets from North
America and Asia, devolving into kitsch , such as images of Christ with optical illusions to make him look like
he is blinking. True folk images such as exvotos were no longer made or made for tourists or collectors, not as
true religious expression. Some who have managed to do this include Roberto Ruiz, who specializes in works
made from bone, Teresa Nava who makes maquettes , Teodoro Torres who makes lead figures and many
more. However, mass production of imitations are often sold to tourists. The first is to tourists, as Mexican
handmade items is part of what makes the country attractive to foreign visitors. Exporting is mostly done by
investments in a particular crafts by particular people, rather than a large scale promotion of Mexican crafts in
general. One such cooperative, headed by Nurith Alvarez Cravioto, in Hidalgo State consists of rural poor,
many of whom have sent men to the United States to work, and ex-convicts who cannot find employment.
They were unsuccessful getting money from the Hidalgo or Mexican federal sources. However, their case was
well known enough that a state politician mentioned them to the secretary of the Japanese embassy in Mexico.
The cooperative made a sales pitch to the Japanese embassy, which agreed to fund the cooperative. Sculptor
Javier Astora found the community and bought their masks. Much of what the world knows as Mexican craft
was promoted in the s and is considered luxurious, with Talavera pottery as an example. She also claims that
many college-educated designers believe that with innovative designs, they can help the artisan get out of
poverty, without knowing why the artisan is poor in the first place. This is one reason why younger
generations have less interest in the craft tradition. Ceramics was considered one of the highest art forms
during the Aztec Empire , with the knowledge of making pottery said to have come from the god Quetzalcoatl
himself. Pre-Hispanic pottery was made by coiling the clay into a circle then up the sides, then scraping and
molding the coiled work until the coils could no longer be detected. Puebla in particular is renowned for its
variety of Majolica, which is called Talavera. One distinctive feature of this city is that many kitchens and
buildings are decorated with intricately detailed Talavera tiles. These tiles were first fired at a low
temperature, then hand-painted with intricate designs, then fired at a high temperature to set the glaze. These
are still made, but most decorative tiles used in Mexico are factory-made. Traditional metal working in
Mexico Metalworking in Mesoamerica, especially of silver, gold and copper, was highly advanced when the
Spanish arrived. Gold was inlaid into copper and metals were hammered to paper thinness and cast using the
lost wax method. Some copper and iron tools where produced, but pre-Hispanic metal craft was dominated by
jewelry and ornaments. The Spanish introduced new techniques such as filigree work, where tiny threads of
metal are strung together to make jewelry. Today, ancient designs have been revived with Taxco being the
center of silversmithing. A traditional hammered copper object is a large vessel in which pork fat is rendered
or sugar caramelized for making candies. Every year during the month of August Santa Clara del Cobre holds
a copper festival. Materials include rushes, reeds, thread, plastic string and rope as well as many more.
Historically, fibers were dyed using pigments created from plants and animals. Synthetic dyes have replaced
natural ones for many craftspeople, but there still are some, especially in Oaxaca state that still use traditional
dyes. The agave plant was an important source of fibers and thread and is still used to day for thread and
paper. Cotton was also used, spun into thread by itself or combined with feathers or animal fur to provide
warmth. Very traditional Mexican women still spin their own thread, which are made from cotton or wool and
can be very fine or very coarse. Brightly colored embroidered designs on female garments can identify tribe,
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age, and marital status of the wearer. The Spanish introduced the treadle loom, which can make larger pieces
of cloth. Many of the materials used are left in their natural color but some can be dyed vivid colors. In
addition, plastic fibers are beginning to be used. Paper-making is a skill that goes back to pre-Hispanic times.
The bark of two trees are primarily used, that of the morus or mulberry family for white paper and that of the
ficus or fig family for darker varieties. Traditionally, the bark was cut and scraped by men, but the making the
paper itself was done by women. The process begins by washing the bark, then boiling it with ashes. It is then
rinsed and beaten until the fibers knit together, then dried in the sun. Banderolas, or cut-paper banners , are
hung in the streets for special occasions. However, leatherwork can also be seen in seat covers, such as those
on equipale chairs and as lampshades. Leatherwork is traditionally decorated with flowing patterns using the
labor-intensive punch and tool method and colored with dye or varnish. Entire pieces of hardwoods would be
carved into benches and tables, and other items. Furniture was inlaid with gold and some covered in animal
skins. For Palm Sunday , intricate crosses are woven from palm fronds. For the feast days of patron saints, cut
paper banners are strung over roads and hung in windows. They were mostly made for children of the
Mexican underclasses. They are considered artistic not because of originality but rather the ingenuity of
creating something special from practically nothing. These toys, most of which that survive are from the 19th
and early 20th century are increasingly valued by collectors but are in disdain among the general Mexican
populace. Since the s, with the influence of movies and television, most children stopped wanting these types
of toys for mass products produced abroad and based on what they see in media.
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2: Elizabethtown, PA traditional country crafts | Find traditional country crafts in Elizabethtown, PA
Traditional Country Crafts. 11 likes. Lovely Birthday Gift Wedding Gift Home Decoration Items Let the walls of your
home do talk, through the wall decor.

Graham Turner for the Guardian Blacksmithing Blacksmiths use fire, hammers and an anvil to hot-forge iron
and steel, shaping and joining the metal to make everything from gates and staircases to chairs, fire irons,
curtain poles, doorknobs, jewellery and sculptures. You need a small forge to heat the metal up to 1,C F , an
anvil complete with the various cutting and bending tools that slot neatly into it, a pair of pliers, a vice, and a
selection of hammers and punches. Smithing produces metalwork of unique character, very different from
cut-and-weld manufacturing. The British Artist Blacksmiths Association has details of courses: Now
computers, printers, emails and text messages have rendered the whole business pretty much redundant. But
the rarity of beautiful handwriting is part of its appeal. Calligraphy is an exacting but rewarding craft
demanding knowledge of its history, an aesthetic sensibility, and a bold yet delicate hand. Some modern
scribes go as far as writing in 16th-century script on calfskin vellum with hand-cut quills and homemade inks.
But your style need not be confined to the past. Modern, inventive hands are every bit as calligraphic as formal
historic scripts such as gothic, copperplate or Spencerian. Calligraphy courses are not hard to find: Every
village had its wood turner with his polelathe â€” a homemade assembly of timber beams and posts using as
its driving power a springy sapling, anchored at the base. When you push down on a foot treadle attached to
the other end of the cord, the chuck revolves. Release the treadle and the block spins back again. On each
downward stroke, a chisel or hook tool shapes the wood. You require very few tools: The base is made first:
Then you insert the upright stakes to form the side frame, and lay the first weave. Then you start weaving, in
one of a range of styles: Finish with a border around the top. You need strong hands, a good eye for straight
lines, and lots of patience. A few are ancient, dating back to 3, BC. Most are field walls which were built in
the early- to mids, in the wake of the Enclosure Acts. For a century they were well-maintained, but these days,
farming lacks the resources. Now, dry stone walling is making a comeback. Base stones, big and heavy, are
laid in a shallow trench; large, flat stones go on top, and finally upright cap stones are placed on top of those.
Your only tool is a sharp-edged hammer, but good wallers aim to cut stones to shape as little as possible. The
Dry Stone Walling Association offers short courses:
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3: Traditional Country Skills and Crafts for a Simple Way of Living
Geoff's a great person, Kind, helpful and careing, and a good worker. I know Upfield really well too. A great place for this
kind of work. if you're looking for something traditional and country style, Upfield Traditional Country Cratfs is the place
to go. I can remember Geoff growing corn for the straw to be use for Thatching.

The first examples were necessities such as protection or coverings. Handicrafts were later improved and
adapted according to environmental conditions, eventually becoming "traditional" and accepted as an art that
reflects the artistic sense, feelings and cultural characteristics of a society. Traditional Turkish handicrafts
form a rich mosaic by bringing together genuine values with the cultural heritage of the different civilizations
which have passed through Anatolia over the millennia. Traditional Turkish handicrafts include;
carpet-making, rug-making, sumac, cloth-weaving, writing, tile-making, ceramics and pottery, embroidery,
leather manufacture, musical instrument-making, masonry, copper work, basket-making, saddle-making,
felt-making, weaving, woodwork, cart-making etc. Weaving materials in traditional Turkish handicrafts
consist of wool, mohair, cotton, bristles and silk. Weaving can be done with all kinds of cloth, and produces
plaits, carpets, rugs and felt obtained by spinning thread, connecting the fibers together or by other methods.
Weaving is a handicraft which has been practiced in Anatolia for many years and considered as a mean of
earning a livelihood. Embroidery, a unique example of Turkish handicrafts, is not only used for decoration but
also as a means of communication tool with the symbolism in its designs. Today, embroidery made with tools
such as the crochet needle, needle, shuttle and hairpin designed either as a border or motif, and goes by
different names according to the implement used and the technique. These include; needle, crochet needle,
shuttle, hairpin, silk cocoon, wool, candle stick, bead and left-over cloth. Along with embroidery used in
traditional costumes, jewellery is also commonly used as an accessory. All the civilizations which have
existed in Anatolia have produced artistic works made from precious or semi-precious stones and metal.
Turkoman jewellery is an excellent example of genuine methods that were brought to Anatolia by the Seljuks.
In the Ottoman period, jewellery gained importance in parallel to the development of the empire. In the
Bronze Age in Anatolia, bronze obtained by mixing tin with copper, and materials such as copper, gold and
silver were also wrought and cast. The most used material is copper. There are also different techniques for
working other materials such as brass, gold, silver, and today these handicrafts are trying to be kept alive today
by using high quality workmanship and a variety of designs. Copper, the commonest metal used today, is still
used for kitchen utensils by plating it with tin. Architecture, whose origins lie in a need to provide permanent
shelter, has also changed and adapted in accordance with local environmental conditions. This development
led to wood carving gaining its unique characteristics during the Seljuk period. Seljuk woodworking crafts
include extraordinary, high-quality workmanship, the commonest products most common being mosque
niches, mosque doors and cupboard covers. In the Ottoman period, these techniques were greatly simplified
and applied mostly to objects in daily use, such as tripods, wooden stands for quilted turbans, writing sets,
drawers, chests, spoons, thrones, rowing boats, low reading desks, Koran covers and architectural works such
as windows, wardrobe covers, beams, consoles, ceilings, niche indicating the direction of Mecca, pulpits and
coffins. The materials used in woodworking were mostly walnut, apple, pear, cedar, ebony and rosewood.
Wooden objects were created by such techniques such as tapping, painting, relief-engraving, caging, coating
and burning, and these are still employed today. While the handles of walking sticks are made of materials
such as silver, gold and bone, the sticks themselves are usually made of rose, cherry, ebony, bamboo and reed.
Making musical instruments has been a tradition for many long years. These are made from materials such as
trees, plants and the skin, bones and horns of animals, and are classified into string, percussion and woodwind
groups. Another art form is glazed earthenware tiles, which were brought to Anatolia by the Seljuks. Seljuk
artists were especially successful at creating animal designs. Between the 14 and 19th centuries, Turkish
glazed earthenware tiles and ceramic art became world famous for their extraordinary creative workmanship.
The most distinctive examples of the glasswork of Anatolian civilizations illuminate the development of the
history of glass work. Stained glass in different models and forms was developed by the Seljuks. In the
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Ottoman Empire, after the conquest of Istanbul, the city became the glasswork centre. It is possible to see
beads for warding off the evil eye in every corner of Anatolia. It is believed that the malicious glances aimed
at living things or objects can be averted by using these amulets. Amulets made of bead to ward off the evil
eye are therefore put in places where everyone can see them easily. Stonework plays an important role in
exterior and interior decoration in traditional architecture. In addition to architecture, gravestones are other
examples of stonework. Techniques such as carving, relief and inscription are applied to gravestones. The
ornamental motifs used are plants, geometric motifs, writing and figures. Animal figures are less common.
Human figures can be found in Seljuk period art. Basket-making is carried out by weaving reed, willow, and
nut branches in a way that has come down from our ancestors. It is now used for home decoration in addition
to its original purpose of helping to carry things. Packsaddles made of felt and rough cloth formed a
sub-branch of traditional artwork during the period when saddles were commonly used in rural areas. As a
result of changing living conditions, and particularly industrialisation, the production of these has now pretty
much ceased altogether. By order of the Folk Culture Research and Development General Directorate, area
inspections of handicrafts and expert producers are carried out each year. In these studies, works of art are
photographed and recorded for the archives, which are available for use by scientists, experts and students
interested in the field. In order to promote handicrafts, the General Directorate holds exhibitions making use of
this archive both inside and outside Turkey. Again with the support of the General Directorate, regional
handicraft exhibitions are arranged for the purposes of promotion and to help artists to find markets for their
products. Papers delivered at this congress and other articles from scientific meetings on this subject are
published by the directorate. All studies on handicrafts are also published.
4: traditional country crafts | eBay
The tradition of country crafts stretches back thousands of years and has always had its roots in practical uses in the
homestead. This book is a wealth of information on the handiworks that people cherish as collectibles, and can still use
in everyday living.

5: Five traditional crafts that deserve a revival | Life and style | The Guardian
Traditional Country Crafts in Elizabethtown, reviews by real people. Yelp is a fun and easy way to find, recommend and
talk about what's great and not so great in Elizabethtown and beyond.

6: Design | Traditional Home
This practical book contains a collection of traditional craft ideas and projects by various artists and designers including
quilting, embroidery, basketry, toy-making and decorative arts for the home.

7: Traditional Arts and Crafts
This practical book contains a collection of traditional craft ideas and projects by various artists and designers including
quilting, embroidery, basketry, toy-making and decorative arts for the Each craft has an introduction, illustrated
step-by-step instructions and decorative tips.

8: CLASSIC COUNTRY CRAFTS | eBay Stores
Spinning, yarning and local crafts etc on show at Stithians.

9: Mexican handcrafts and folk art - Wikipedia
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Traditional Country Skills and Crafts for a Simple Way of Living Traditional skills and country crafts are unfortunately
getting lost in this frantic pace of living that we lead. Making soap and candles used to be something people did as part
of their daily lives.
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